
BBSEF End of Season Synopsis for U16s & U18s


Free Skiing and Warm-up


* Take every opportunity to ski in all snow conditions and terrain that the mountain has to offer.  This 

    will help your overall balance and developing a good “touch” for the snow.   

* Create a consistent warm-up routine that is done at SLOW speed targeting elements that dial in your 

balance, movements and touch for the “snow d’jour”.

*  Your goal should be to ski the radius of the course set for training and NEVER exceeding to speed you 

can handle in the course.

*  I have noticed that the younger kids in our program do a very poor job warming up.  It shows in their 

training.  Set the example and they will follow.


Super G


*  SG is a tremendous tool for helping you become stronger in GS and SL.  We worked on:

    *  Disciplined turn initiation and turn shape - patience and tempo are extremely important.

    *  “ Slow is smooth and smooth is fast”.  A time honored mantra regarding our movements when it  

       comes to speed skiing.

    *  Foot placement - feet out from under the body (laterally) for stronger edge angles.  Not crowding the 

        gate.  

    *  Initiate turns from the ankles and knees, gradually using the legs to increase edge angles

    *  Hips, hope and prayer are poor sources for developing edge angle.

    *  Move with the terrain changes to prevent the terrain moving you!

    *  Get in the terrain park. Start on small jumps and progress to larger jumps.  The only way to get

       more comfortable in the air, is to get in the air.  Jumping is an important part of SG.


Giant Slalom


* We focused on active skiing with movement.  Moving the center of mass diagonally forward, 
pressure forward and over the outside ski at the top of the turn.


* Maintaining a long and strong outside leg.

* We developed upper/lower body separation with an emphasis of a solid move over the 

outside ski during the initiation phase.

* Working on moving into the front of the boots to enable stronger ankle and knee activity 

during the initiation phase was a very key element for the entire season.

* Hands up and elbows in front of the torso to support level shoulders, a strong inside half 

and strong fore/aft balance.

* Practiced powerful starts in training to have stronger starts at races.

* In the transition phase, controlling energy out of the turn, keeping the center of mass moving 

forward into each turn.  Actively, moving across the hill and keeping the chest up to stop 
collapsing at the waist.


*  Creating a turn shape that brought the arc out and back to the gate.


Slalom


*  Creating a stronger upper/lower body separation.

*  Strong, stable and quiet upper body to give the legs the power to initiate the turn.

*  Moving to the new outside ski earlier in the turn (ie. In the initiation and pressuring phase at 

the top of turn).  Having a more aggressive approach at the top of the turn which will also 
improve our line.




* Maintaining taller hips facilitated by strong forward movements at the turn initiation.

* Keeping a stable upper body while reducing the rotational movement during the clearing 

phase (ie, avoid reaching towards the gate).  Skiing and blocking stronger through the 
combinations (hairpins and flushes).


* Developing a quicker tempo and being active from top to bottom.

* Creating a turn shape that brought the arc out and back through the gate.

* We used the elements from your GS and brought them into your SL skiing.


Tactical Considerations


*  Rise line - what is it and how to utilize it for each discipline.

* The importance of foot placement.

* Turn shape and use in relation to the course set.

* Visual acuity - learning where to focus our attention - primary vs. secondary.  Adjusting our 

focus as speed changed.

*  Adjusting to conditions and course wear.

*  Turn shape and foot placement determine the need to “block” the gate.

* The importance of the 3 - 4 gates after a hairpin, flush or delay (SL and GS)

* The quality of course inspections improved throughout the season and everyone was able to 

be better prepared in training and races.


Equipment

 

* As you move through the ranks as a U16, it becomes even more important that you learn how your 

   equipment functions so you can ensure that it is working properly.

*  Consider having a second pair of SL and GS skis as trainers and at races for course inspection and 

    warmup.  All mountain skis are not beneficial for this purpose.

*  In the interest of cost savings, keep your ears to the ground for anyone going to different gear, looking

    over what is available at the ski swap and ski shops having sales.  Well maintained gear can easily be 

    resold.  Be flexible regarding brand and length.  


Personal Development & Growth

*  Resilience:  You will grow through your successes and failures.  Push your limitations and 

discover new boundaries.  

*  Remain focused toward your goal!

*  Enjoy the thrill and excitement from competition. Try to reduce the emphasis on results.

*  Keep it real!  Before you can learn a sport, you must learn to be a good sportsman.

*  It is okay to be disappointed in a race result.  Set a personal time limit for the grouchiness 

(the shorter the better)  and then move on.  You can’t change history!!!!


ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS

*  I feel the entire group bonded very well.

*  I am very pleased with the effort and progress made by each individual.  

*  Remember, we did not work on drills and/or exercises, we worked on particular elements in 

our skiing that required your attention to make improvements.

* The rules of ski racing.  Argh!  Still the weakest element amongst all young ski racers.  Boo 

hoo, makes your coach sad. 


    

DRYLAND AND CONDITIONING:

Keep in mind the importance of gaining overall strength and agility in the future to promote 
your progress and reduce the risk of injury.  No couch potatoes during the summer.  Commit to 
getting stronger before the season begins.  That is what your competitors will be doing!




THE FUTURE:

1. Recommit to giving your best effort as you move into next season.

2. Focus on what you can control (yourself) and ignore what you can’t control (the 

performance of others).

3. Identify the areas needing the most work.

4. Double down on your on-snow training, sleep, nutrition, physical maintenance and school.

5. Remind yourself why you ski race: you love it!



